In 1998, Canadian national telecom (Nortel) was positioned to establish and manage critical elements of America’s digital security (DoE, HHS, MSO – Military Satellite Office), then “sold” to “Thoma Bravo LLC” San Francisco private equity firm in 2009 under Obama/Hillary – so much for America’s digital security & sovereignty.

**Nortel Limited**
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**Entrust US & Canada are controlled by Nortel Ltd (NTL) in Canada**

**Prospectus Form 424B1. (Aug. 18, 1998).**

Entrust Technologies, Inc., formerly Entrust Technologies, Inc. SEC Edgar/NASDAQ.
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“Federal Bridge”

Management of “The Internet of Things” calling people “wet-ware” in the Walker patents – eugenics
Oh, Can-a-da! (British Commonwealth) – **Entrust** was Canadian-controlled from inception

Justin Trudeau & the Queen’s Privy Council have the last laugh on America’s health, energy & security America’s government CIO’s approved this treason
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